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iWhere is here? What Jail is This? Who Are We? 
Part II 

GORDON ROHLEHR 
 

 

IV 

Nothing: Nowhere: Dennis Williams’s Other Leopards 

 

Not all journeys lead to still points of self-recognition, dances of affirmation, or the claiming of new 

space within a coherent community.  Five years before Masks (1968) and three years after 

Lamming’s seminal Season of Adventure (1960) Dennis Williams explored the themes of migration, 

quest, return to ancestral space, the affinities between the complex, hybridized mulatto diasporan 

and the equally complicated multicultural African identities, in his remarkable but terribly ignored 

and neglected novel, Other Leopards (1963).  Williams’s protagonist, the Afro-Guyanese 

confessional narrator, Lionel Froad is, in my estimation, the most immediate predecessor of both 

Naipaul’s Ralph Kripalsingh of The Mimic Men and his Salim of A Bend in the River.  He is also a 

forerunner of the omowale/narrator of Brathwaite’s Masks.  Froad shares with all three of these his 

descendants, bewilderment, anguish and alienation from both the landscape and the hell of other 

people, but, like Salim, he conceals his confusion by adopting a mask of indifference to and 

detachment from the impending horror that surrounds him, and the contradictory demands of the 

cultural universes competing for prominence in his head and heart. 
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Both Froad and Salim are outsiders in a multicultural Africa, that is caught up in the throes of self-

definition during an era of imminent or recently acquired nationhood.  Salim is the Asiatic “inzile”1 

who though born in Africa, cannot identify with any of its warring tribes caught up in the deadly 

post-colonial struggle for hegemony.  Yet Salim is equally uncomfortable with the fixed role and 

prescribed identity that his mercantile family and ethnic group impose on him, and tries to escape 

that jail by accepting the narrow ‘freedom’ of the town at the bend in the river.  Salim’s sexual 

escapades with native prostitutes in the town’s wretched brothels, and his more devastating and 

sadistic encounters with British super-historian Raymond’s bored adventuristic wife, in the Domain, 

bring him absolutely no release from the moral isolation he feels in that stagnant but ferocious 

African backwater.  Froad as a Caribbean New World diasporan and deracinated “African,” 

pretends that he is unconcerned with the intense debate surrounding Black Africa’s past 

connection with Kmet’s (Egypt’s) high civilization.  He considers himself a mulatto of culture, 

located or lost somewhere in the desert between Black sub-Saharan Africa and white Caucasian 

Europe.  He is, he says, an outsider, a marginal man, brown, dun, ochre, and utterly free of the 

confines of contributory ancestral categories, and living neither to validate the past nor to construct 

the future, but living in and for the eternally present and spontaneously improvised instant. 

 

Froad’s situation is complicated by first, his sense of always having been in quest for an 

undiscovered “self”, hidden or suppressed beneath his colonial Guyanese educated and socially 

conventional westernized exterior.  This undiscovered “Lobo” self he has always associated with 

Guyana’s primitive forests, and now he plays with the idea that the “Lobo” in him is a buried 

survival of an ancestral African identity that he needs to acknowledge and embrace if he is ever to 

become psychically whole.  Froad’s situation is further complicated by his career as draughtsman 

for an archaeological team, whose mission is to excavate and analyse findings from a Western 

Sudanese site, with the objective of establishing scientific proof of the then hotly disputed 

hypothesis of a link between the high civilization of ancient Egypt and those of sub-Saharan Africa.  

Froad is not an archaeologist, but an artist who does the drawings of artifacts recovered from 

archaeological excavations.  His job is to reduce those fragments to analyzable images upon which 

Hughie, the English archaeologist who leads the team, will build his then radical hypothesis that 

Black Africans were at the centre, rather than the mere periphery of high Kemetic civilization. 

 

Hughie thinks he is close to uncovering scientific proof of his hypothesis when he unearths a statue 

of the ancient goddess Amanishakete, whose features may have been negroid.  Hughie’s problem 

is that all the facial features of the statues at this Western Sudanese shrine have been deliberately 

erased, as if someone wanted to conceal the racial identity of the goddess.  Froad, the New World 

mulatto of culture, upon whom Hughie imposes the burden of supplying scientific proof, feigns 

indifference to the issue, but is more deeply concerned than he initially admits.  He feels in his 

bones that Amanishakete was a black goddess.  He knows that not from mathematical 

measurement, but from the shape and feel of her lower body which is identical to that of Eve, the 

African daughter of a Guyanese clergyman, whom he simultaneously worships as a sort of Earth-

goddess, sexually exploits and disrespects. 

 

                                                           
1 “Inzile” is a word coined (?)/ used by Trinidadian poet James Christopher Aboud, author of Lagahoo Poems, 

who spoke at the 25
th

 Anniversary Conference on West Indian Literature, (UWI, Trinidad, March 04, 2006) of 
his sense of being an exile within the country of his birth.  “I am an “inzile”, not an exile,” he said. 
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Hughie, on the other hand, lives and dies by his notion of scientific proof; mathematical calculations 

of skull-size, facial angles, proportions of this and that.  He hates Froad’s slackness, irresponsibility to 

both his race and Hughie’s research project, apparent indifference to history and the necessity to 

locate Black Africa in high ancestral world civilization; to prove that the sub-Saharan past was at 

one time more than the simple barbarism Europe had for centuries made it out to be. Froad senses 

Hughie’s paternalism; the patronizing contempt beneath his apparent altruism; the satisfaction that 

Hughie anticipates at becoming that figure that Naipaul later portrays in A Bend in the River, 

Raymond, a grand patriarch of African history and representation.  Like Raymond, Hughie seeks to 

become a sort of Prospero or Crusoe figure; the intellectual founding father who would have 

restored Africa’s missing link to civilization, law, philosophy, language, art and history.  Froad 

realizes that Hughie is manifesting what African American poet Nikki Giovanni once termed the 

white man’s “God complex”  “Oh God, Hughie” he cries as he realizes his admiration and deep 

hatred for the man. 

 

As he reveals more and more of his feelings, Froad’s mulatto dividedness becomes his worst enemy.  

On the one hand he desires Eve his black African Earth-goddess; on the other hand he seems to 

love Katherine the white English administrative assistant who is also his colleague in Hughie’s team.  

On the one hand he seeks out even as he fears the primaeval energies of Africa; on the other he 

perceives Africa as “one great stinking sweltering pile of faeces.”2  Eve divines Froad’s illness as 

being one of deracination and questions his romantic/sentimental quest for an imaginary Africa. 

“All this fuss about being African only because you’re really white.  You’re white inside and you 

can’t man me because the white skin woman’s on y’mind”3 

 

All things African seem to judge Froad, to find him out, to proclaim him an outsider, to discover 

within him an inadequacy as crippling as Hughie’s cold deadness.  Froad rejects Hughie’s 

mathematical and scientific way of knowing but is unable to enter into an alternative African 

epistemology symbolized by the music, dance, language and song of an Ethiopian griot and his 

one-stringed box “tirah.”  Guilt-ridden, Froad feels himself judged by the music, as deeply as he is by 

Eve’s unmasking of his cultural dividedness and consequent sexual inadequacy.  Froad describes 

the musician as: 

Standing before me shoving the music down my face, singing in his hoary Tigre 

tongue, me confronting him with face marked by store of senseless knowledge, 

stamped all over by three hundred years of error.  It must have been this he 

recognized, the mark of the slave, the expatriate African, the distorted blue-copy, 

the misplaced person, the sham.  He could have been trying to exorcize it, so sure 

was his effect, with a cunning greater than love.  He was coiling all round me like 

a man-eating snake; uncoiling his beast noises and tightening them like an 

anaconda dealing with a man alive, dealing with the alien in me, the fake 

intelligence, the off-colour finesse, the slave brand4 

 

In this severe self-condemnation, the “African” half of schizophrenic Froad rejects the Caucasian 

Other, in a reversal of the dilemma of the typical Walcott protagonist who generally experiences 

greater difficulty accommodating the African ‘othered’ ancestral or contemporary presence.  Other 

                                                           
2 Williams, Denis, Other Leopards, London, New Authors Limited, Hutchinson, 1963, 80. 
3 ibid., 175 
4 ibid., 178 
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Leopards, which Walcott in his December 1963 review declared “the most complex and brilliant 

book I have read on this theme”5 – “this theme” being the theme of race and the schizophrenic 

West Indian mind – prompted Walcott to launch into a discussion on the West Indian’s “whiteness” 

“in language, religion, manners, literature, art and in the externals of government” and the 

“perverse” advantage of being culturally schizoid. 

 

This is the difference between the African and West Indian Negro personality.  Schizoids, in a 

perverse way, have more personality than the “normal” person, and it is this conflict of our racial 

psyche that by irritation and a sense of loss continues to create artists, most of whom have chosen 

exile.  More than Ireland even, we are deprived of what we cannot remember, or what, when we 

visit its origins never existed the way we imagined or where we remain strangers, contemptible 

cousins, the children of indentured servants and of slaves6 

 

Walcott here sensitively identifies the major concerns of Other Leopards a novel that implies the 

questions “Where Is Here,” “What Jail Is This” and “Who am I” in every chapter.  ‘Here’ is an Africa 

where Moslem and Christian vie for political and cultural hegemony over the Orisha worshippers 

who constitute the largest and most disadvantaged ethnic group and live to the South of the 

country.  ‘Here’ is a place where politicians of all factions have discovered the propaganda value of 

claiming cultural connection to ancient Egypt.  Belonging to no faction, Froad becomes the object 

of manipulation of all of them.  This increases his schizophrenic instability, and his imploding guilt.  

‘Here’ is for the schizoid mulatto of culture a universe of contradictory forces and tensions, which 

Froad seeks to resolve by the curious Anansi method of devoting equal attention to two women, 

one Caucasian British, the other black African. 

 

As “here” becomes this dangerously complicated ethnic, cultural and political space, the question of 

identity becomes even more crucial.  Neither Katherine nor Eve, the symbolic Muses of Froad’s 

divided consciousness can reconcile the contradiction of the diasporan mind.  In fact, both women 

cruelly abused and betrayed by the narcissistic Froad, widen the fissures in his psyche by subjecting 

him to severe moral scrutiny in Katherine’s case, and withering contempt in Eve’s.  Together they 

awaken in Froad a nausea that is connected to the guilt, moral recoil and horror he feels in his very 

intestines at his own loathsomeness.  Nausea in Other Leopards, where Froad vomits several times, 

has to do with self-judgement and self-condemnation.  

 

The goddess Amanishakete may be regarded as the third and most fearsome of Froad’s muses.  She 

represents for him the soul and spirit of the land, and his late evening visit to her shrine in the 

desert is for him of much more than archaeological significance; it is a quest for some grail of 

illumination or at the very least, some assurance of a caring maternal Africa.  But his encounter with 

the goddess is a moment of crushing disillusion, more terrible than the encounter of Brathwaite’s 

omowale with “dumbness” and stone as he digs for his Caribbean navel string in the central city of 

Kumasi.7  At least the omowale poses questions to the unanswering wilderness, but Froad finds 

himself wordless, without questions, prayers, entreaties or voice. 

 

                                                           
5 Walcott, Derek, “His Is the Pivotal One About Race,” Sunday Guardian, December 1

st
, 1963, 23. 

6 ibid., 
7 Brathwaite, Kamau, “Sunsum” in The Arrivants, 148-150 
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I wished for the words to assault those stone ears with some claim of my very own, mine, me!  But 

time passed, wind blew, sand settled, gloom deepened, and I could think of nothing, nothing at 

all.8 

 

Faced with such nothingness, he concludes: “There was no man, no brother, no Mother of Time, no 

people, nobody.”9  There was, in other words, no place, ancestral or contemporary, to return to.  

“At the heart of the mirage, there was no water.”10  Though this wordless encounter with 

Amanishakete takes place in a silence shattered thrice only by the laugh of a hyena, Froad later 

discloses what the twilight said and what the desert whispered to his inner consciousness: 

I am parched.  I exhaust the lusts of sun and earth, child of neither.  I know no 

love, no pity.  I weep and have no release.  Neither like forest nor like ocean; I do 

not proliferate.  I am barren.11 

 

Amanishakete is, like Asase Yaa in Masks, a “Terrible Mother,” the sterile engulfing earth, unloving, 

unwelcoming, uncompassionate and unlovable, beyond the nostalgia of the questing diasporan. 

 

Archaeology, Froad’s profession, is a mapping of the historic and pre-historic past through a 

scientific and imaginative contemplation of ruins, relics, and the rubbish of middens.  But there are 

no easy maps out of the spiritual, moral and emotional wilderness in which both Froad and the 

omowale of Masks, or indeed, of Naipaul’s An Area of Darkness find themselves.  In Masks, the 

dancer of “Adowa” becomes once more the nomadic wanderer of “Sunsum”: 

The years remain 

silent : the dust learns nothing 

with listening 

 

feet return to the stone 

pain of pathway: home – 

less departer who stumbles on dark12 

 

In Other Leopards Froad, decentred by his dark epiphany, is on the verge of mental breakdown as 

he and Hughie drive away from Amanishakete’s ruined shrine, but Hughie cannot know this.  

Froad, however, does make one last desperate attempt to claim African ground and identify with 

native African community, when he and Hughie encounter a nomadic, half-starved, thoroughly 

unaccommodated tribe performing a ritual rain-dance.  

Men, women, children, noisily dancing, convulsed in the sunset, horns on their 

heads and things – things in their eyes; tinsel glittering, flashing, in the black 

flesh; flesh screaming through hungry rags like blood cast forth and clotted; 

sound shoved from joyous mouths.
13 

 

 

Froad is driven by a necessity for spiritual rain that is as intense as the tribe’s.  He needs cleansing, 

renewal, and a fertility that might counter Amanishakete’s withering disdain for the merely human.  

                                                           
8 Williams, Denis, Other Leopards, 155. 
9 Williams, Denis, Other Leopards, 155 
10 Williams, Denis, ibid. 
11 Williams, Denis, Other Leopards, 208. 
12 Brathwaite, Kamau, “Sunsum”, The Arrivants, 150. 
13 Williams, Denis, Other Leopards,  141. 
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What he lacks entirely, though, is their joyous affirmation of life in spite of the terrible need of their 

driven, emaciated bodies. 

 

Froad joins the dancers and is ‘accepted’ by them. For him they embody the spirit of Africa: intense 

passion, celebration, affirmation, the ability to live in the instant, which Froad thinks Caucasians 

cannot do. They illustrate Aimé Césaire’s romantic notion of Africans as being able to give 

themselves to the essence of all things.  Froad is at this point, sufficiently in control of his wits to 

recognize that such a portrait of Africans is pure diasporic nostalgia.  He speaks of his dance of 

groundation as: 

me lingering with the nostalgia of those sweet rhythms, memories three hundred 

years; me back home now in Africa, here called brother by savage women; 

perspiring breasts beating and dancing and calling, night coming
14 

 

Froad considers his ability to join Africa’s dance, however briefly, to be what separates him from the 

“stiffly superior and European, defensive”15 Hughie.  Hughie scornfully dismisses Froad’s dancing as 

atavism and a sort of slackness.  This is the moment when Froad ‘snaps’ and stabs the carping 

judgemental Englishman in the neck with a screwdriver, goes mad with guilt, fear and uncertainty 

as to whether Hughie is really dead or in vengeful pursuit of the mapless, directionless Froad who 

stumbles forward deeper into the desert. 

 

When he eventually stops, the strategy he adopts for the future cannot be considered a “map”; 

because Froad has decided to stop all but mental traveling.  He strips himself, buries his vomit-

spattered clothes, which may mean that he has cast aside his old nauseating self and has entered a 

neuter reflective space.  Froad next madly uses all of his water in an improvised ritual where he 

wets and stamps the earth around the trunk of a thorn tree- which thus becomes the poteau-mitan 

for the ascent of what grim gods?  Froad will probably be at a loss to say; for if this stamping of the 

earth mimics the dance of arrival and initiation, it is a terribly reduced and pitiable version of it, since 

it is performed in alienation from even the wretched nomadic tribe whose rain-dance Froude had 

joined the day before. 

 

Froad does not draw a map.  He rather inflicts on himself a kind of expiatory crucifixion, when he 

climbs up into the thorn tree to meditate on and confess the past events that have brought him to 

this neuter space; to manifest the strange mixture of self-relishing and self-disgust typical of 

confessional anti-heroes since Dostoyevsky’s Underground Man; and to anticipate the future in the 

form of the breaking dawn: “The first hot grin of yet another desert day?”16  Froad is beyond the 

necessity for remapping in much the same way as Naipaul’s Kripalsingh, trapped in decaying 

aristocracy’s tawdry castle-become-genteel-guest-house, retains only the option of recycling and 

reordering his ruined absurd past. 

 
  

                                                           
14 ibid., 147 
15 ibid., 145 
16 ibid., 222. 
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Froad sums up his state and location: 

I am in a darkness, nowhere at all.  I am nothing, nowhere.  This is something 

gained.  Shuttered against even the dry bitter wind which I can feel now only on 

the lips and in the nostrils, I can look to tomorrow, which is already here17 

 

If Froad is, as he says, “without context, clear” and “in a darkness, nowhere at all;” if he has, indeed, 

become reduced like mad Lear to “nothing;” this must mean that questions of his Africanity, his 

New World mulattitude, his ethnic and cultural ambivalence, are by now meaningless.  For though 

he still mulls on such questions, he is now unaccommodated man, nothing, nowhere, shadowless 

and without context.  It may be argued that such a figure has been the peculiar construction of 

European modernism and post-modernism; that beginning with a typical post colonial 

predicament, Froad has ended in an equally stereotypical post modernist trap.  Ironically, Froad 

who has worked hard to avoid all contexts and commitment, can still be contextualized.  His 

declaration that he has finally outwitted Hughie: 

I have achieved a valuable state: a condition outside his method ….I have cast off 

all by which he is accustomed to recognize me. 

is pure illusion. 

 

 

V 

Who Sends the Mad? : Eric Roach’s Late Poems 

 

If the migration of the Caribbean protagonist to spaces that are simultaneously ancestral and 

contemporary; spaces that are idealized constructions of the diasporan imagination and 

disillusioning examples of post-colonial confusion, has led to such bewilderment and self-mortifying 

despondency, what have been the results of historic and contemporary journeys to and within the 

Caribbean?  How and in what different ways have Caribbean writers imagined “here” over the last 

eight decades?  How, and through what ritual dances or gestures have they laid claim to their 

places in the New World?  Have these islands grown more or less familiar to their writers during 

forty-odd years since the first two, Jamaica and Trinidad, gained their independence from Britain?  

Are the contemporary writers secure or certain of their sense of “home” or has “home” become an 

even stranger place than it used to be for those “inziled” writers of the 1950’s and 1960’s? 

 

It has been my sense that with the exception of possibly Earl Lovelace, whose glance has tended to 

be retrospective, and a handful of other writers, grounded home-centred West Indian literature has 

been almost as much a product of stunned bewilderment as the writing of expatriate diasporan 

West Indians, such as V.S. Naipaul.  Indeed, many of the latter have accommodated themselves to 

exile so completely, that they can create their own individual sense of place wherever they go and 

in a sense don’t need, and may even be irrelevant to a place called home.  Those who still write or 

work out of these islands, however, have portrayed a region caught up in the cross-currents of 

change, and substantially different in the first decade of the Twenty-first Century from what it was 

at the beginning of the second half of the Twentieth. 

 

                                                           
17 ibid., 221 
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Eric Roach, for example, in “Love Overgrows a Rock” (1957) sought to overcome a sense of Crusoe-

like exile, narrow confinement and stunted growth on his “rock” and “jail” of an island, by enjoining 

fellow-poets of the region to create not just a political union, but a federation of island sensibilities. 

                  So, from my private hillock 

in Atlantic I join cry: 

come, seine the archipelago; 

disdain the sea: gather the islands’ hills 

into the blue horizons of our love.18 

 

It is hard to think of lovelier lines, or of a more sincere call to create and affirm “Caribbeing,”19 just 

as it is hard to find a more rooted home-based West Indian writer than Roach, who never traveled 

beyond Trinidad and Tobago, and felt that the then exiled George Lamming should return to this 

Caribbean soil in which his “roots are tapped
.”20 

 

Roach, fully aware of the region’s harsh history, its embedded violence, its issues of rape, race, 

colour, emasculation, crippledom, psychic dividedness; its all too slim hope of self-liberation via 

education; the perilous race that it had to undertake against Time itself,21 never sentimentalised 

these islands.  Yet he was determined never to leave them, as so many of his colleagues had done, 

and because of this his work stands as an excellent example of the home-bred, island-nurtured 

sensibility of the mid-Twentieth Century. 

 

Within sixteen years of “Love Overgrows a Rock” and “Letter to Lamming,” Roach’s poetry reflects 

bewilderment and dislocation.  Both he and the islands have changed, so he feels, for the worse.  In 

“Poem for This Day” (1972) he numbers himself among 

….those who’ve failed their hope 

like writers their weak talents; 

failed, failed lives 

failed spirit and failed love.
22

 

The country’s whole historical political and social experience has added up to this failure, visible 

both in the poor, maggot-ridden, festering slums and the mouldering rural villages.   

 

Roach’s disillusion grows more extreme in the posthumously published “Littering Earth’s Centre”
23 

whose epigraph, taken from Isaiah, suggests that Roach is going to adopt the role and speak 

through the denunciatory voice of the Hebrew prophet.  The epigraph speaks of  

A people scattered and peeled… 

a people terrible from their beginning hitherto 

a nation meted out and trodden underfoot 

 

Roach still speaks with the voice and in the name of the Archipelago, but all that he sees as he 

seines the archipelago is a net full of failed island-states that had once constituted the failed West 

                                                           
18 Roach, Eric “Love Overgrows a Rock” in The Flowering Rock: Collected Poems 1938-1974, Leeds, Peepal Tree 

Books, 1992, 127. 
19 “Caribbeing”: a term/concept articulated by Yao Ramesar, Trinbagonian film maker and teacher. 
20 Roach, Eric, “Letter to Lamming” in The Flowering Rock, 82. 
21 Roach, Eric, “I Am the Archipelago” in The Flowering Rock, 128-129. 
22 ibid., “Poem for this Day”, 163-164. 
23 ibid., “Littering Earth’s Centre”, 200-206. 
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Indian Federation.  “Littering Earth’s Centre” portrays the islands as rubbish and questions history, 

the notion of god, folk culture, politics and literature.  What, he asks, can such societies offer their 

writers and creative spirits beyond crucifixion or some other form of martyrdom, and what can 

writers offer such societies? 

Ah brother, what’s to do? 

Acres of shanty town in Port of Spain, 

dungle in Kingston town 

beyond the boundary of hope, 

outside the furthest reaches of our love.24 

 

What would have been acres of corn or vegetables or even sugar cane are now acres of shanty 

town, as the uprooted peasantry complete their odyssey and finally arrive at the city’s rotting edges.  

The redemption of islands, originally perceived to be well within the blue horizons of our love, is 

now “outside the furthest reaches of our love.” 

 

Roach ends this poem of unanswered questions with questions about writers like himself, the poets 

Brathwaite and Walcott, the novelist Naipaul, and the sculptors, painters, singers and dancers 

whom he had once enjoined to write, paint, sculpt and dance for the land, its peasants and 

workers.
25

 

And still I ask and ask again. 

Who sends the mad, the lonely and the damned? 

…………………………………………. 

Who sends sculptors, painters, singers, dancers? 

 

Roach had come to view the artist as a sacrificial person whom he numbers among “the mad, the 

lonely and the damned.”  The artist, particularly one who elects to function as shaman and prophet 

for a shattered little world of petty little people, is of necessity a driven, alienated visionary, 

condemned like Jonah, Jeremiah or Isaiah to cry out to his scattered, terrible and downtrodden 

congregation, the gospel of their impending doom.  This sacrificial mission the artist is compelled to 

undertake in the name of a God whose presence and nature the poet questions, with grim 

despairing agnosticism. 

 

If one compares “Littering Earth’s Centre” with “Verse in August” (1973) the last of his published 

poems, one will get an idea of the physical, mental and spiritual journey he has made from the 

“legendary” (though never idyllic) landscape of his youth to the failed, collapsed wilderness of the 

post-Independence Caribbean in which a poet’s sensibility becomes his worst enemy, since it drives 

him towards futile sacrificial commitment to his Lilliputian world.  The folk community of Roach’s 

Tobago is eternally accessible to him via memory and imagination: 

i knew some legendary men 

i know them still 

they’re fast in file on film 

a thought reanimates them26 

 

                                                           
24 idid., 203. 
25 Roach, Eric, “Homestead,” The Flowering Rock, 80. 
26 Roach, Eric, “Verse in August,” in The Flowering Rock, 168. 
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This folk community is indigent but whole and wholesome, hardworking, intense yet relaxed, 

capable of violent martial games like the stickfight, yet kind.  Their rituals of belonging are centred 

in the wealth of folk music and dances through which they measure identity and location in their 

small proud village communities.  Reentering this world through memory, Roach addresses the 

now dead/undead ancestral drummers and fiddlers, singers, batonniers, jig, reel, kalinda and 

bongo dancers of his boyhood, who together constitute the Legba-like spirit of the limen, that will 

conduct him back into his first world: 

 

One can reclaim one’s place in that first world only through an act of imagination or dream-reverie.  

“Reality” is what confronts one when one awakens from the dream’s “amber twilight of another 

life.
”27  

Reality is “Hard Drought” and “Littering Earth’s Centre” poems where there are no “dancers 

in the dooryard.”
28 

 Roach laments his loss of that first world and its ambiguous wholeness, in a 

voice filled not with ordinary self-pity but something deeper and more terrible: a tearing and a 

gouging of wounds that seem beyond all healing.  And since he still sees himself as the 

Archipelago, and still feels the anguished history and fate of the Archipelago in his blood and bone, 

he begins to see his own “failure” written large up, down and across the spiritually and physically 

denuded manscape in this un/broken chain of islands, decentred, but ironically located close to the 

centre of the earth, between continents.  

 

 

VI 

Voices from the Margins: Jean “Binta” Breeze; Olive Senior 

 

But Roach it may be argued, like Derek Walcott of “The Spoiler’s Return”, 29 ‘The Schooner ‘Flight’”30 

or the earlier anthologies of the 1960’s The Castaway and Other Poems31 and The Gulf and Other 

Poems32, is simply representing the disillusion of a senior generation of writers who, having served 

the cause of West Indian nationalism, have become embittered at its seeming failure in the post-

Independence era.  The poet and novelist Geoffrey Philp views figures like Roach, Walcott, 

Lamming, Brathwaite, Naipaul and Harris as ancestral figures but discerns a certain void or gap 

between writers now in their seventies and eighties and those in their mid-forties to mid-fifties.33  I 

disagree.  

 

The problem, as far as there is one, lies not in an absence of writers, but in the difficulty of locating, 

either by generation or thematic concern, such a substantial body of writers who are so widely 

scattered all over the globe: the Caribbean, the U.K., U.S.A., Canada.  Some of these writers would 

in 2003 have been nearing their mid-sixties, even though the fact that they started publishing late 

has made it seem as if they were substantially younger than the partriarchs.  Most of them would 

have matured during the post-Independence period and would therefore have grown up with and 

lived through the various crises that had caused Roach, Walcott and Carter such anguish.  It has 

                                                           
27 Walcott, Derek, ‘Another Life’ in Derek Walcott Collected Poems 1948-1984,  New York, Farrar, Straus & 

Giroux, 1986, Chapter one, 145-146. 
28 Phrase adapted from Roach’s late, unpublished play, New Dancers in the Dooryard, c. 1973. 
29 Walcott, Derek, “The Spoiler’s Return” in Derek Walcott: Collected Poems  1948-1984, 432-438. 
30 Walcott, Derek, “The Schooner, ‘Flight’” in Derek Walcott: Collected Poems 1948-1984, 345-361. 
31 Walcott, Derek, The Castaway and Other Poems, London, Jonathan Cape, 1965. 
32 Walcott, Derek, The Gulf and Other Poems, London, Jonathan Cape, 1969. 
33 Conversation between the author and Geoffrey Philp, Miami, Sunday 5

th
 October, 2003. 
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become less possible to view this varied group with relation to the nationalist project, though most 

of them are aware of it. 

 

Perhaps the most distinctive category that has emerged since the seventies has been that of 

“women’s writing” i.e. the coming into voice of another gender Many of these writers, building on 

the achievements of Selvon and Lovelace have demonstrated an excellent command of speech 

registers all along the continuum.  There has also been enormous development in ‘orature’, and 

“performance poets” such as Mutabaruka, Linton Kwesi Johnson and Abdul Malik, calypso singers 

such as David Rudder, Singing Sandra, Sugar Aloes, Shadow, Black Stalin and a host of others have 

been closing the gap between what Walcott has termed ‘formal’ poetry and “the people’s crude 

aesthetic.”34 

 

How has this literature and orature coped with what I have termed the cultures of dread and 

terminality35 that have emerged throughout the post-Independence decades and intensified since 

the start of the new millennium?  It is evident to me that the oral and related literature of the post-

Independence era, has grappled more directly with issues of social change, trauma, dislocation, 

“apocalypse” and healing, than literature of the scribal tradition, though this may be an illusion 

based on the immediacy of orature and performance.  It is also in orature that the dance, the feet 

pounding the earth (or the concrete), emerges most powerfully as a symbol of belonging to a 

claimed indigenous place. 

 

The dance also functions as a mechanism of escape from the terror of violent crime, terminal 

diseases, drug addiction and abduction.  In Trinidad an increasing number of calypsonians and 

soca singers have become advocates of Carnival as either escape from, or exorcism of a brooding 

fear hanging over the nation.  Since the 1980’s, there have been scores of nostalgic songs harking 

back to an idyllic time when “sweet T and T” was a veritable paradise. 

 

Calypsonians have functioned as sad or angry warners predicting doom; or as flagellants 

recommending the direst punishments; or as optimistic shamans pointing the pathways towards 

healing via peace, love, celebration and focus on the positive features of national existence; or as 

exorcists seeking to drive out demons through motion, noise and frenzy.  If their nostalgia for this 

imagined paradise seems to resemble that of the older poets and prophets, their appeal to the 

erotic and kinetic energies of this festive society is dismissed by the patriarchs as contemptible 

escapism through which society’s many illnesses will be entrenched rather than eliminated. 

 

Thus Carter’s frenzied dancers who in “Poems of Shape and Motion”36 are sardonically instructed to 

burn till they bleed, Walcott’s carnival dancers of “Mass Man,”37 and Roach’s drunken population 

caught up in and driven by “mania for the bestial carnival”38 are all denounced by these sad and 

                                                           
34 See Rohlehr, Gordon, “Drum and Minuet: Music, Masquerade and the Mulatto of Style” in Timothy J. Reiss 

(editor) Music, Writing and Cultural Unity in the Caribbean, Trenton, New Jersey & Eritrea, Africa World Press 
Inc. 2005, 149-179. 

35 Rohlehr, Gordon, “Change and Prophecy in Trinidad and Tobago Calypso Towards the Twenty-First Century 

in A Scuffling of Islands: Essays on Calypso, Port of Spain, Lexicon Trinidad Ltd., 2004, 335-373. 
“Apocalypso and the Soca Fires of 1990” in The Shape of That Hurt and Other Essays,  Port of Spain, Longman 

Trinidad Ltd., 1992, 305-371 
36 Carter, Martin, “Shape and Motion Two” in Selected Poems, Georgetown, RedThread Women’s Press, 1997, 

104. 
37 Walcott, Derek, “Mass Man” in Derek Walcott: Collected Poems, 1948-1984, 99. 
38 Roach, Eric, “Poem for the Day” in The Flowering Rock, 164 
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enraged prophets as examples of the incorrigible hopelessness of their doomed societies.  It should 

also be noted, that there are calypsonians who and calypsos which reject Carnival’s mask of gaiety, 

and many more that are grimly realistic at times to the point of being pessimistic and cynical. 

 

Oral and related poetry from Roach, Brathwaite and Shake Keane to David Rudder and Lorna 

Goodison or Olive Senior, has revealed an unbroken line of contemplation of all of the issues 

implicit in the questions “Where is here?”, “What Jail is this?” and “Who are we?”  Orature has 

explored the range of often deleterious influences – culminating in drugs, guns, murder, the culture 

of terminality – that have shaped and reshaped societies of this Archipelago; the emergence of 

marginal people, to whom performance poets, calypsonians, reggae singers and prophets give 

constant voice. 

 

Today we have moved well beyond the vague darkness that Walcott’s derelicts signalized.  In a 

significant number of poems and songs, the marginalized have been given voice.  Walcott himself 

has been part of this great ‘envoicing’ in his creation of Makak, Moustique, Shabine and Spoiler.  

 

Today’s marginalized are dreader than Crusoe, dreader, indeed, than dread, as the Rudies had been 

saying since the late 1960’s.  They are Rudder’s ranting Madman, Jean Binta Breeze’s Madwoman, 

Olive Senior’s ‘Madman at Traffic Light’ and ‘Madwoman in My Yard’; Mikey Smith’s terrified and 

terrifying piece of human filth who in “Trainer” is driven by hunger, aimlessness, homelessness and 

ultimate indignity towards the edge of murderous retaliation. 

 

The madwoman is Velma Pollard’s subject of “Screws Loose,” Slade Hopkinson’s “Madwoman of 

Papine,” who is perhaps the same muse as Pollard’s.  She is Brathwaite’s enmaddened muse of 

“Cherries,” who is Demeter or Medea, withholding fertility, aborting her own progeny and thus 

condemning her man to extinction and the future race to bolomization and douendom.  With her, 

the margin widens to include the very insides of homes, invading the domesticated private spaces 

of what used to be the wife’s domain.  The woman of “Cherries,” unlike the madwoman of Papine, 

Breeze’s madwoman or Mutabaruka’s itinerants, has home, spouse and fireplace. 

 

Yet she is no less on the margin; on the edge of violent extremity.  She is, indeed, further beyond 

the brink than any of the others.  Unlike Breeze’s madwoman, she is fully conscious, alive, articulate 

and angry.  She has arrived at her own ideology, one that is beyond politics; one that pertains to 

existence itself.  So her rebellion is not against any political system – except one views her 

husband’s infidelities and tendency towards violent abuse as a sort of typically patriarchal domestic 

politics – but rather against existence itself, which she vows to terminate, not by bombs or bullets, 

but by withholding her fertility; by cracking nature’s mould and spilling all germs, seeds and 

germens, and so aborting the reproduction of “ungrateful man” [King Lear].  Hers is high, 

magnificent madness of the same category as Shakespeare’s King Lear.  Caribbean mad people 

have traveled far! 

 

The nature of the marginal voice, then, is worthy of the listener’s closest attention; because this 

voice is required to speak the unspeakable, to narrate the horrific; to find a register for atrocity and 

its ensuing trauma.  Caribbean orature has resonated with the voices of the madman, the 

madwoman, the vagrant, the person on the edge or border of nothingness, anarchy or a 

detachment so absolute that it regards even disaster with a sort of grimly ironic laughter.  We find 
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such laughter in Kendel Hippolyte’s “Zoo Story,”39 Mutabaruka’s “Siddung Pun de Wall,”40 Rudder’s 

“Madman’s Rant41 

 

A pivotal and illuminating moment in this oral journey through Caribbean wildernesses of the mind 

has been Jean Binta Breeze’s “Riddyin Ravings” which she subtitles “The Madwoman’s Poem.”42  

Breeze’s madwoman, like Shakespeare’s Ophelia, sealed in her innocence even when cruelly 

violated, breaks after each phase of her narrative into distracted song.  The nakedness and the 

horror of what she narrates are counterpointed by the almost indifferent flatness of her voice, 

which at times breaks into what might be laughter: a chuckle of ecstatic triumph when she 

remembers those moments when the silence of alienation that she wears around her soul like the 

rags that cover her body, is broken by the faces in the newspapers with which she converses, and 

her hunger is assuaged by imaginary breadfruit run-down – in reality, crumpled newspaper that 

she eats and grey gutter-water that she drinks. 

 

The general situation of Ophelia and Breeze’s madwoman, that of innocence destroyed, minds 

shattered by a corruption too terrible to contemplate and too overwhelming to evade – is the 

same.  Both women sing: Ophelia sings street-ballads that verge on and hint at a subliminal 

knowledge of obscene sexuality and ravished virginity; Breeze’s madwoman sings only one 

recurrent chorus that tells of her loss of the ability to feel the pain of her hurt, and of her urgent but 

constantly frustrated need – to return to the countryside of her former, now dreamed-of rural 

innocence.  There’s none of Ophelia’s floral, pastoral imagery except, maybe, the madwoman’s 

reference to the mangoes of her rural past.  Yet one can claim that both Ophelia and the 

madwoman force the listeners to empathise with and learn from their “testament of madness.” 

 

The quest for lost innocence, or for a ‘garden’ or place of redemption associated in memory with a 

rural village and the protagonists’s youthful years, is as much a feature of the poems (and fiction) of 

the eighties, as it was of some of the poems of Roach and Walcott.  While the actual journey 

backwards into the state or location of childhood tends to lead to further disillusion – Walcott’s 

“Return to D’Ennery. Rain”43 and “Homecoming, Anse la Raye”44 and Olive Senior’s “Reaching My 

Station”45 are cases in point – the imaginary retreat to a past or future dreamplace of redemption 

promises fulfilment perfection and release from the pain of pathways.  Lorna Goodison’s 

“Heartease”46 poems or calypsos such as David Rudder’s “Ganges and the Nile,”47 or even the final 

stanza of Black Stalin’s “Isms/Schisms”48 provide alternative perspectives to the otherwise stark 

realism of contemporary Caribbean orature. 

 

Senior’s “Reaching My Station” describes a journey back to home, a rural mountain village that has 

shrunken in the traveller’s eye to a shriveled hopeless place.  Here, as in Walcott’s “Homecoming: 

                                                           
39 Hippolyte, Kendel, “Zoo Story-Ja ‘75” Brown, Morris, Rohlehr (editors) Voiceprint Oral and Related Poetry from 

the Caribbean, Essex, Longman Group, UK. Ltd., 1989, 50. 
40 Mutabaruka, “A Siddung Pun de Wall,” in Voiceprint, 52. 
41 Keane, Ellsworth, “Per Capita, Per Annum” in Voiceprint, 244-247. 
42 Breeze, Jean ‘Binta’, “Riddym Ravings.  The Mad-woman’s Poem” in Voiceprint, 40-42. 
43 Walcott, Derek, “Return to D’Ennery; Rain” in Derek Walcott Collected Poems 1948-1984, 128-30. 
44 Walcott, Derek, “Homecoming:Anse la Raye,” in Derek Walcott Collected Poems 1948-1984, 127-129. 
45 Senior, Olive “Reaching My Station,” in Talking of Trees, Kingston, Calabash, 1985, 75-78. 
46 Goodison, Lorna, Selected Poems, Michigan, The University of Michigan Press,1992 
47 Rudder, David, “Ganges and the Nile” Selected Poems, Ann Arbor, The University of Michigan Press, 1992, 97-

100. 
48 Black Stalin (calypsonian Leroy Calliste), “Isms/Schisms” Lyrics in Voiceprint, 141-143. 
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Anse la Raye” the lesson learnt by the narrator is that there are “homecomings without home.”  

Senior’s vision of her station – where ‘station’ is both railway-station stopping-point and station of 

the Cross, ordeal of steep ascent leading to a crucifixion – is similar to Roach’s vision of eternal 

recurrence in his depiction of the “bovine round” of a peasant life that he otherwise portrays as 

bitterly heroic, with each peasant an incarnation of Ogun, hammering the land with iron will. 

(“Homestead”).49  “Home” has grown, with the stagnation of the elders and the recruitment of rural 

youths by “gangster-politician-businessman” to become gunmen and assassins in the reconstructed 

urban postcolonial empire, into an impossible, unrecognizable place. 

 

For Senior’s returning native, the home at the end of her railway journey across the spine of hills, is 

just another corrupted little place.  The journey ends, not in heartease, but in unredemptive 

anguish, a descent into doom. 

You have reached your station. 

 

Descend 

 

Or perpetually ride.50 

 

To descend is to enter the cycle of a life governed by sameness, unchanged and eternal recurrence.  

To continue the journey is to be condemned to perpetual meaningless movement towards, 

perhaps, nowhere.  This movement towards nowhere is the counterpart of Beckett’s concept of 

“waiting for Godot.”  Senior’s traveler, intuiting this second dimension of the Absurd, chooses, it 

seems, to leave the train, abandon the journey towards nowhere, and confront the equally 

pointless hell of home. 

 

 

VII 

Heartease: Lorna Goodison, David Rudder, Black Stalin 

 

The journey back may also be to an imaginary and ideal place such as Goodison’s “Heartease” or 

Rudder’s impossible point of confluence where the Ganges meets the Nile.  In “Heartease 1”  

Goodison assures the bewildered seeker who has “no talent for cartography,” is given false 

directions, loses the way and is then robbed and wounded by treacherous wayfarers, that the 

haven of Heartease is accessible to anyone, and that everyone can read the map and navigate the 

sea to this safe place of the spirit.  Faith and belief and confidence in one’s innate vision will guide 

the traveler towards Heartease. 

Believe, believe 

and believe this 

the eye know how far 

Heartease is.51 

In a curious way, this resembles Columbus’s statement that faith rather than maps guided him as he 

journeyed forward into the unknown. 

 

                                                           
49 Roach, Eric, “Homestead” in The Flowering Rock. 
50 Senior, Olive, “Reaching My Station” in Talking of Trees, 76-78. 
51 Goodison, Lorna, “Heartease 1” in Selected Poems, 97-98. 
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In “Heartease 11” the poet, prophet of a new Revelation, becomes a channel for the voice of an 

angry but still compassionate Divinity, who provides detailed, if somewhat coded advice on what 

must be done to correct the deformities and heal the illnesses that have overcome both fallen 

Adam and the Garden that fell with him.  “Mercy rain,” that is, Grace freely offered and accessible, 

like the rain, to all, has to be accepted and caught by the pilgrim for the cleansing of his/her spirit.  

Such cleansing must precede a reverential restoration of the names, identities of ancestors; a 

reconnection with the now lost and vacant spirits of the past; a creation of linkages that will enable 

the sincere seeker to bind the agencies of darkness. 

…sit down cleansed, to tell a rosary of your 

ancestor’s names, 

a singing chain of ancient names to bind them tight 

all who work evil downward through the night.52 

 

Goodison does not specify or clarify who are these evil sorcerers whose efforts will be confounded 

by the traveller’s discovery of ancestral lore and spells, but the workers of iniquity, it is implied, are 

those who stole or hid or defaced the identities of the ancestors in the first place.  This is why 

reverence towards the defaced and effaced ancestor is part of the healing of the questing pilgrim. 

 

The third phase of redemption is the restoration of both the garden (here, the Earth itself) and 

mankind the gardener, to their pristine state of health.  This would involve a correction of the 

mistakes of history such as the division of the Earth into nation-states and within these nation-states 

into individually owned and bitterly defended property to protect which so many generations have 

had to die, that what God meant as a garden of flowers has been converted  into a cemetery.  So 

the angry Deity complains: 

Look how you root up my rarest bloom 

look how you take my flower bed dem turn tombs 

look how you eye red from looking over a next one yard 

from envying everything him have. 53 

 

God speaks here in a Jamaican accent because his universal indictment has a special relevance for 

Jamaica, which had in the 1980’s become a terribly violent and murderous place.  So perverted and 

blind have the seekers after material wealth become, that they envy their neighbour’s “concrete-

stressed-cast-iron-lawn and him man-made-robot-made-by-man-to-replace-man.”  They envy, that is, 

what is not worth possessing: an unnatural, sterile, inorganic and impenetrable ground-of-being, 

and a mechanical, robot-like existence that man has invented to harmonise his actions with the 

wilderness that he has himself invented.  In Goodison, the rural/urban dichotomy takes on widely 

allegorical proportions. 

 

Reiterating her mission as God’s messenger, Goodison warns her people urbis et orbis, to open 

their hearts to “mercy rain,” plant “sincerity seeds” and “some one-love/undivided ever-living 

healing trees,” and thus complete their “pilgrimage to Heartease.”  Her warning ends with a prayer 

for their and her “illumination.”  David Rudder in his medium of song, transmits the same sort of 

message to his divided and equally purblind nation of Trinidad and Tobago.  In his great healing 

song, “Ganges and the Nile,” he preaches the necessity for the people to be wiser than those who 

                                                           
52 Goodison, Lorna, “Heartease 11” in Selected Poems, 98-101. 
53 ibid. 
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masquerade at leading them.  The people must recognize the wisdom of bridging apparently 

impossible chasms that separate them. 

 

The Caribbean, he sings, is a place where many rivers, beginning from widely diverse and separate 

sources, have, in defiance of conventional geography, flowed towards the same meeting point.  So 

the Caribbean is a new and utterly unconventional place, whose people must proclaim their 

newness in a newly lighted and imagined space.  There is something of John Lennon’s “Imagine” in 

Rudder’s affirmation of his own wise vision and dream of a time and a place when the warring 

factions in his country will be “as one.”54 

 

Black Stalin’s “Ism/Schisms” warns the people of the Archipelago that they will have somehow to 

define their own distinct space, between the clashing rocks of the opposite and equally destructive 

ideologies of the old Cold War.  There is something of the Mighty Gibraltar’s canny philosophy of 

“Avoidism” in Stalin’s sermon and his hymned chorus: 

Got to stay way from them isms 

Cause them isms is confusion 

You must have a nuclear weapon 

Just to hold on to your ism.55 

 

Constructing Caribbean independence, the “dominion” for which Roach hoped in “I Am the 

Archipelago,” has not been easy in a post-colonial time when the Empire not only strikes, but 

savagely bites back. 

 

Black Stalin, after the Grenada catastrophe, preaches the need for wisdom and sagacity, then states 

at the end of his song, his dream of a new world where relationships between individuals and 

countries will be based, not on “arms or superior weapons,” but on mutual respect for the essential 

humanity of each other.  Stalin’s dream world, after twenty years of seemingly failed Caribbean 

independence, is larger than Roach’s 1958 dream of gathering “the islands’ hills/into the blue 

horizons of our love.”  It is greater than his vision of a federation of islands that will result in 

“dominion” – that is the power of self-determination.  Stalin’s dream locates the islands in the 

context of their Third World status and assesses their chances against the mutual hostilities of 

equally manipulative and domineering ideological and militaristic world powers.  In the age of the 

New World Economic Order, the briefly conceptualized and quickly abandoned Trilateralism, the 

New World Information Order: an age – the 1980’s – that dreamed of controlling and limiting the 

Beast of rampant imperialism; an age that hoped that the Beast would actually allow itself to be 

restrained; Stalin dreams a dream that goes beyond the horizons of archipelagic unity, to include 

the whole world. 

 

In the end, Black Stalin’s dream, though arising out of different circumstances – (the Grenada 

catastrophe) – from Rudder’s – (racial divisiveness and contestation in Trinidad and Tobago 

towards the end of the millennium) is quite similar to Rudder’s.  Both of these poets and prophets 

preach the need for a new world creed, a new philosophy, a new stance and attitude rooted in the 

reconciliation of differences and the movement towards a recognition and acceptance of the 

common humanity and the common vulnerability all people share, as the basis for peaceful and 

                                                           
54 Rudder, David, “Ganges & the Nile” in International Chantuelle, New York, Lypsoland, CRo20, 2001. 
55 Black Stalin, “Isms/Schisms” in Voiceprint 141-143. 
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mutual co-existence in the kingdom of this world, that  with enlightenment and will has the power 

to become less ravaged and torn than nearly all Caribbean writers have envisaged it. 

 

 

VIII 

“Nothing dies forever” Barbara Lalla’s Arch of Fire 

 

This essay will end, with readings of Barbara Lalla’s Arch of Fire56  and Erna Brodber’s Jane and 

Louisa Will Soon Come Home,57 both of which end with the potentially healing prospect of a return 

to origins in heartland and mountain fastness; a retreat or forward movement backward “into this 

beautiful garden,” which is revisioned as both a past and future place.  Arch of Fire is the saga of a 

small Jewish community in Jamaica, whose fortunes over five centuries of traumatic history, range 

from their origins as refugees, through careers in the army, banking and furniture-making towards 

their acquisition of land and purchase of gentility.  Linked by marriage, the Stollmeiers, Goldmans 

and Cohons become a solidly rooted clan with property in both the 1200-acre estate of Goldfields 

and the urban residential area of Oxford Close. 

 

The novel discloses a pattern of development, disintegration, regeneration, survival and 

perpetuation of the fundamental structures and preoccupation of Jamaican society: the plantation, 

the homestead, the great house, and the systems of race, colour, class, caste and religion that have 

emerged out of them.  There is the drive to create dynasties; the concern with yet terror of tracing 

genealogical ties, after a variegated and upwardly mobile middle-class has chosen to sever links 

with the past.  To cope with traumatic rupture from familiar traditions and relationships, protagonist 

after protagonist makes the stoical choice of suppressing and forgetting the past.  Arch of Fire 

explores the success or failure of this strategy of amnesia and the hazards that attend both denial 

and obsessive memory of the past. 

 

Amnesia facilitates escape from the overhanging memory of the Middle Passage with its 

unspeakable horror.  In the case of Abu Bakr al Saddiq, the literate and articulate Muslim from the 

Western Sudan, dislocation first takes the form of capture by the army of Denkyira in their relentless 

war against the Asante Confederation.  Sold into slavery early in the Nineteenth Century, Abu Bakr 

experiences his first culture shock with the realization that “the clean and unclean,” the 

“circumcised and uncircumcised”58 have been indiscriminately yoked together.  Defiled, chained in 

his own faeces in the hold of the slave-ship, “Abu Bakr drew his limbs together as tightly as he 

could and folded his prayers about him, to shield his flesh and spirit from the filth.”59 

 

He becomes decentred and bewildered 

In the crossing he slipped from bewilderment to dejection and into a common 

suicidal despair that wa s fatal to many of those who were spared disease or 

suffocation 60 

 

                                                           
56 Lalla, Barbara, Arch of Fire, Kingston, Kingston Publishers Ltd., 1998, 378. 
57 Brodber, Erna, Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home, London, New Beacon, 1980. 
58 Lalla, Barbara, Arch of Fire, 378. 
59 ibid., 379. 
60 ibid., 379. 
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He, however, develops a mechanism for denial, and “forgets” or rather shuts out of his memory the 

details of “the nightmare of defilement,”61  “the unspeakable slime of the hold.”62  His fellow-captive 

Beneba, survives multiple rapings, beatings and torture “by excising the unbearable.”63 Abu Bakr is 

renamed Edward Donlan and put to work as a bookkeeper on the Durand estate.  It seems that his 

intellect, the self-esteem he gains from the important job he is doing, and his ability to analyse his 

situation, enable him to put distance between himself and the horror of his past experience.  He 

ponders over the past, speculates about the future and envisages the possibility that Africans could 

one day own the island.  Yet, when after several years he gains his manumission, Abu Bakr returns 

to Africa, leaving his wife and offspring in Jamaica, a place with which he has severed ties. 

 

His story provides the reader with an unusual exception to the rule where the majority of 

characters after the ordeals of crossing and seasoning choose amnesia rather than memory or 

rebellion against a trauma they cannot avoid or undo; accommodating themselves to whatever 

circumstance presents itself in an uncertain future.64 

 

But not all the decentred forget.  Beneba’s existence on the plantation is filled with resentment and 

rebellion fuelled by memory of her defilement.  She is finally tortured on the treadmill and put to 

death by one of the Stollmeiers, after he realizes that he cannot crush her spirit.  The last but one 

Taino woman, ordered by her man to kill their children, refuses.  When her children die from one of 

the new diseases brought by the Europeans, she drinks the poisonous water of boiled bitter 

cassava and dies.65 

 

Her successor, the last Taino woman, witnesses the death of her warrior “spouse” at the hand of 

the Spanish maroon, but seems not just to resign herself to captivity and a new concubinage, but 

actively to choose it as the least destructive of her potential futures.  Her bath in the “ancient pool” 

of “clean cold water”66 symbolizes her harshly courageous decision to enter Lethe and wash herself 

free of a past she cannot recover. 

 

Catherine Donalds the young dougla who abandons her parents’ puritanical home to become 

mistress of Rudolf Stollmeier abandons memory of ancestors and ancestral taboos, thinking that: 

If there were no past we would live easier together … Every man and woman in 

Kingston knows that black and white make brown.  Why complicate matters by 

prying into history?  The people in the middle like herself had no history – no 

claim, some said.  Notoriously they were last to come, first to go.  In fact, they 

never came.  They happened.67 

 

Arch of Fire is substantially about these “people in the middle,” products of several convergent lines 

of ancestry, who willingly, or for want of other options, abandon histories that are theirs, yet 

intangible now and so not theirs; in order to create new identities in the new world of the 

Caribbean. 

                                                           
61 ibid., 379. 
62 ibid., 380. 
63 ibid., 383. 
64 ibid., 102 
65 ibid., 58. 
66 ibid., 60. 
67 ibid., 15. 
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Taino, Spanish, African, Scots, British, Irish, Haitian, Chinese, Indian and Jewish protagonists meet in 

the New World theatre of conflict and encounter.  Their lives and bloodlines become intricately 

entangled in ways no one besides the omniscient author suspects, remembers, or can possibly 

recall.  In the light of this entanglement, the Old World obsession with lineage and bloodline 

becomes almost absurd.  The New World demands a new paradigm if one is to transcend 

bewilderment and dislocation in this open, plural and infinitely transgressive theatre of overlapping 

spaces, ethnicities and traumas. 

 

Name changing becomes a sign of shifting identities: Goldmeer to Goldman, Lee Yuen to Leon, 

Matthew Leon to Lion, Abu Bakr to Edward Donlan, in whose son the name further mutates to 

Edward Donalds, while the father upon manumission returns to Africa and his original name.  New 

identities are sometimes imposed, as in the case of slavery where African names are simply replaced 

by European ones. It is, however, more normal in Arch of Fire to find characters who accept the 

names imposed on them and try to create or assume transitional identities as they manoeuvre their 

way in the New World.  Others deliberately choose new names and identities as an Anansi strategy 

for obscuring dubious origins. This is the case with several of the people who, like Catherine 

Donalds, define themselves as being “people in the middle,” between races, ethnicities and classes, 

who do not wish their steady ascent towards comfort zones of solidarity and security in the New 

World, to be impeded by the memory of their humbler beginnings either in the Old World, or in an 

earlier era in Jamaica.  Obscurity of origins and amnesia, whether elected or induced, sometimes 

result in shocking epiphanies when characters come to realize the ways in which their lives have 

been secretly interwoven. 

 

The island itself provides and sets an ever-changing stage for the constant obliteration and 

reshaping of identities.  Jamaica’s history has been marked by recurrent catastrophies.  The 

destruction of Port Royal by earthquake in 1692 unsettled the lives of the early settlers some of 

whom, like the original Cohons, had already sunken into their comfort zones of economic 

prosperity and social prominence.  The substantial damage done to the city of Kingston in 1907 by 

another monstrous earthquake and the fires that resulted from it, changed forever the direction of 

the lives of the Stollmeier/Goldman family whose resilience was harshly tested by the catastrophe.  

Abe Goldman, a cabinet-maker by trade, rose brilliantly to the challenge by deciding on the spot 

that he would from that time onwards be making and selling coffins.  If death and corpses were 

what the island was now going to produce, he would profit from this circumstance.  Talk about 

proactive! 

 

Floods, hurricanes, epidemics interspersed throughout the island’s history, result in traumatized 

lives, recurrent insecurity, uprootment, and a correspondent stoicism with which each ancestor 

resolves to survive apocalypse.  Beyond these agencies of unrest and bewilderment, though, is the 

ongoing man-made catastrophe of history itself. 

 

The population in general, but particularly its more secure elements, “the people in the middle” 

have normalized these turbulent and stressful conditions as the fundamental “givens” of life, the 

existential starting-points of eternal human struggle.  “Jamaicans have been murdering each other 
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for centuries,”68 declares Sam McIntyre, a minor character and member of the Cohons’ circle of 

friends, just before the gruesome murder of Les Goldman around 1961 brings this violence home 

to “the families” as a real rather then an abstract experience, part of the scheme of things.  It is this 

endemic violence that the novel, true to its Jamaican roots, both acknowledges and keeps at bay 

while it concentrates on how people have lived in spite of violence, whether such violence has 

been engendered by cosmic or human agencies. 

 

Man-made catastrophe assumes its most recent shape in the post World War 11 emergence of the 

Kingston ghetto.  Arch of Fire depicts this emergence through the eyes of “the people in the 

middle” who describe themselves as “the families.”  The families – particularly the Stollmeier – 

Goldman – Cohon clan have, by the late 1960’s devolved into a complacent, yet worried, genteel, 

respectable, narcissistic enclave, terrified of the steady encroachment of the black urban ghetto on 

their privileged compound.  The younger generation of the enclave, have transferred its 

complacent spirit to the University of the West Indies campus, where it has affected even the new 

grassroots aspirants to middle-class status, who reveal a similarly apathetic attitude towards the 

pressing social and political issues of the day. 

 

One of the things that Lalla does well is to present a balanced picture of the families, the people in 

the middle, over the last century or so of their evolution.  There are the boors, the lechers, the 

highly moral, the righteous and self-righteous, the resourceful and hard-working ones.  The families 

display partial generosity yet essential narrowness of spirit, wholesomeness yet superficiality; 

fragility in face of harrowing social forces of the late Twentieth Century, yet resilience and an 

instinct for self-perpetuation via exile or strategic retreat from the city-centre of turmoil and stress 

towards the imagined heartland of the ancestral plantation. 

 

Separate from and largely indifferent to the private worlds of their servants, the Goldmans, as if by 

instinct, recreate a notion of dynasty that will, it seems at the end, save them from the alienation of 

an exile that most of ‘the families’ have chosen, when Philip Curtin’s ‘Two Jamaicas’ of great house 

and shanty at last face each other.  The worlds of the servants exist at levels of survivalism 

unimaginable by their kindly but narcissistic masters on whose “gentle blindness,”69 ex-ghetto 

youth turned Anglican clergyman, Victor Castries, sadly reflects.  The washer-woman for Sarah 

Goldman, Louise Haynes, is the starkest example of a servant of the families, whose private life is 

beyond their imagination.  Louise who lives on the edge of the expanding ghetto, supplements her 

meager domestic income by working as a prostitute and obeah-woman.  She has inherited a 

knowledge of herbs and poisons from a line of female ancestors dating back to Beneba, the 

aforementioned rebel woman of the early Nineteenth Century.  Louise lives with her son, Austin 

Louis, in a one-room shack.  Since she has no one to take care of the boy whenever she is out 

pursuing any one of her three professions, she has taken to chaining the child to a post to prevent 

him from running away. 

 

When Louise is dismissed by Stella Goldman who can no longer afford to pay her in a time when 

the family’s fortunes are at an ebb, she vows loudly to take revenge on the family.  Fearing for the 

family and her own job, Icelin another servant loyal to the family trails Louise to her shack and stabs 

her to death in the presence of Austin Louis who is still chained to his post and must watch his 

                                                           
68 ibid., 312. 
69 Ibid., 518. 
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mother dying in her own blood and filth – (in a scene that replicates those earlier deaths in the 

hold of the slave ship that bore Abu Bakr and Beneba to Jamaica).  It is Austin Louis’s Middle 

Passage, the transfiguring experience that temporarily stills his voice and permanently affects his 

mind which is now locked into a dream of destroying the Stollmeier/Goldman/Cohon family.  It also 

affects Icelin’s mind.  Bearing a burden of unforgivable guilt, she takes care of Austin Louis who 

benefits from the benevolence of the family and turns out to be a brilliant pupil at school.  But 

Icelin’s mind deteriorates and she eventually goes mad and has to be confined for the rest of her 

life in the city’s madhouse. 

 

No amnesia seems to be possible for souls like Louise, Austin Louis and Icelin.  Louise has been the 

product of a past of pain that “could never die.”  Austin is doomed because he can neither 

articulate nor forget his epiphany of horror.  Icelin suffers because her guilty conscience keeps her 

crime alive in her mind.  The Goldman family has no idea or imagination of any of this; and by far 

the cruelest irony in the novel is the fact that Adam Cohon and Austin Louis grow up to be close 

friends because neither Grace Cohon nor her foster mother Stella Goldman knows or even suspects 

what has been taking place in that other and ‘othered’ world of their servants.  

 

Arch of Fire climaxes in the confrontation of these two worlds of the old gentility and the urban 

ghetto; the brown people in the middle and the many-hued, but mainly desperate and black 

people at the bottom of the social ladder.  The situation is, however, much more complicated, since 

the traditional paradigms of race and colour have been so effectively challenged by a complex 

interweaving of ethnicities that the composition of both classes has been affected.  The old white-

coloured-black race/class stratification has become subject to the upward mobility of a new 

educated and skilled class that, like Austin or Victor now walks and balances on “the fragile 

causeway between the classes.”70  Austin, child of and escapee from the ghetto sees his future in 

terms of the palatial house that he is building on the hillside of the seething city.  While he hates 

the Stollmeier-Goldman-Cohon family, he does not hate the solidity of upper St. Andrew status that 

they represent.  A new middle-class man, he intends to disconnect from the ghetto, except with 

respect to its existence as a vulnerable and exploitable reservoir of lumpen terror and violence.  

Conversely, he intends to join, improve on, and eventually displace the old bourgeoisie by a 

ruthlessness of method they can no longer imagine or entertain.  

 

The families view both the expanding ghetto and the will-to-power of the emerging new middle-

class as threats to their zone of comfort.  They are forced especially to recognize “the faceless mass 

that existed outside on the fringes of the world;”71 the world being that enclave in Oxford Close 

that they have created for seven decades in the midst of the burgeoning city.  The presence of this 

mass outside on the fringe becomes visible and tangible when its faceless invisible vanguard pillage 

the vacant house next door item by item, from wash basins, toilet bowls, plumbing and electrical 

fixtures to tiles, galvanize sheets and floorboards, until “at last there was only an empty shell, naked 

walls weathering into ruin.”72  Several other houses in the neighbourhood are similarly pillaged, not 

all of them by ghetto thieves either.  These vandals have resources, tools, vehicles and efficiency.  

The remaining family correctly read this pillage of the neighbourhood as a foresign of their own 

doom and the imminent death of their class. 

                                                           
70 Ibid., 301. 
71 ibid., 395. 
72 ibid., 396. 
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The second sign, one that affects the main family to its very core, is the manner of Adam’s death: 

gasping for air as asthma squeezes the life out of him.  The slow death of “families” has been 

consistently depicted in terms of a gradual and relentless contraction of space, until Oxford Close is 

reduced to the dead-end or cul-de-sac that its name implies.  The collapse of the legitimate 

economy, the emergence of gun-and dope-running as the most lucrative industries, together with 

the physical encroachment of the ghetto, transform Oxford Close into a very lonely constricted 

space, and make asthma and constrictions of the chest symbolic and almost inevitable stress-related 

ailments afflicting the family.  Gerry, Adam’s young son, finds his playing space becoming steadily 

reduced from the road and the garden to the interior of the now barricaded family home. 

 

The fate of the garden is the third sign of an impending doom.  The garden, one of the recurrent 

symbols in the novel, represents the rooted rural past of the old urban bourgeoisie and 

distinguishes them from the new middle-class who, rising via education commerce and new capital 

investment, seem to need no roots, but rather, a ruthless capacity for pragmatic exploitation of the 

instant.  Oxford Close is subjected not only to pillagers from the ghetto, but to an incipient 

gentrification that has begun to be directed at such dying urban residential communities.  The 

neighbour’s garden is replaced with asphalt paving and the house with business offices.  Perhaps 

the ghetto pillaging and the gentrification are interlinked processes.  The emergence of dual-

natured characters like Austin Louis, with feet planted in both communities, suggests that this type 

of partnership is a definite possibility.  Gentrification, one suspects, will result in the defeat of both 

the old bourgeoisie and the ghetto, as the controlling and enabling commercial interests overcome 

and sterilize both ancestral garden and irritating slum. 

 

The world of the garden is that of Catherine Donalds, who tends her ferns and hanging baskets; of 

Lynn Stollmeier, the French Creole bride of Jacob Stollmeier who, after her husband’s suicide, 

seems to disconnect from all other reality besides her plants.  Stella Stollmeier-Goldman creates and 

maintains a garden wherever she goes, often with plants that have been transplanted from Lynn’s 

then Sarah’s older and more established gardens. The garden is tradition and continuity, and its 

ruin is a symbol of family and class disintegration and loss of hope. 

 

The Stollmeier-Goldman-Cohon family is forced to revisit and redefine its fundamental values.  The 

issue comes to a head just before Adam’s death, in the opposite opinions held by Pearl, over the 

issue of whether to remain in Jamaica or seek refuge abroad.  Adam resuscitates the Jewish ideas 

of the homeland/Garden of Eden and the redemptive child whose appearance will justify the 

existence of the family or clan.  Adam’s dream of Gerry as redemptive child-(Messiah? Dayspring 

from on high?) – carries with it the necessary corollary of the family’s return to their rural, ancestral 

estate at Goldfields. 

 

But in the New World of the Caribbean as conceived in Arch of Fire  it is impossible to restore the 

already ruptured bloodline of descent from the original patriarchs to the present generation.  

 

Grace Cohon, progenitor of a new generation, is not a Stollmeier or a Goodman by birth.  Indeed, 

no one, not even the otherwise omniscient author, knows Grace’s antecedents, whom the 

earthquake and fire of 1907 eliminated.  Adam, her son, remembers that “Grace had said she was 
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her mother’s child, blood or no blood.  Blood, Grace insisted, meant nothing.”73  Stella and Abe are 

Grace’s foster parents, so that the Jewish bloodline where ‘a’ begat ‘b’ who begat ‘c’ to the end of 

all time and alphabets, has in fact become irretrievably ruptured in the figure of Grace, who 

represents a new covenant in which the Old Testament of a dead Old World is transcended by an 

ethic of “grace”; one that allows admittance to all manner of gentiles in a new world –space and 

shatters an ancient myth of blood purity.  Adam’s garden then, the restored estate at Goldfields, is 

meant to be a new and more open place. 

 

Does the author believe such a place possible?  The ending of the novel at Goldfields closes its circle 

of narrative and seems to illustrate the optimistic philosophy stated at its very beginning: “nothing 

really died forever.”74 

 

So the novel ends with a vision of renewal, a journey back to a past that contains seeds of a 

refashioned future.  The novel, however, provides little hint of how this refashioning will take place.  

The remnants of the Stollmeiers (Sarah) Goldmans (Ben) and Cohons (Paul) along with the gentile 

foundling (Grace) and the redeemer-child Gerry, seem more like refugees from the ruins of a 

bygone age, than founders of a new one. 

 
 

IX 

“Into this beautiful garden”: Erna Brodber’s Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home 

 

For Eric Roach in “I Am the Archipelago,”75 the only hope for the Caribbean person after a 

crippling, history, lay in education, the intellect which he assigned the task of outrunning Time or 

being put to death for losing this crucial race.  Roach’s greatest disappointment lay in what he saw 

as the failure of the region’s brightest sons – Norman Manley, Grantley Adams, Eric Williams – 

together with the failure of its popular leaders, such as Cipriani, Marryshow, Bustamante and Butler 

to achieve fundamental change.  Not only had the Federation collapsed, but the Independence 

movement, functioning without maps or blue prints, had led the new nation “back to 

barracooons,”76 as if the leaders were homing pigeons and the slave compound their natural place 

of abode. 

 

Roach would have found no assurance at all in Lalla’s portrait of a politically apathetic new 

intellectual caste occupying the dormitories of the University of the West Indies where they were in 

training to join or supplant the old plantation – and commerce-engendered oligarchy, Roach’s 

divided and ambivalent “third estate of colour.”  How, had he survived the 1970’s when he bitterly 

declined the challenge of Black nationalist intellectual activists to join their new yet old effort to 

harangue the Black and poor into a solidarity of the lumpen, would he have responded to Erna 

Brodber’s portraits of the brown-black intellectual caste in quest of ancestors and groping towards 

a social and political commitment, that they would need to define for themselves? 

 

                                                           
73 ibid., 396. 
74 ibid., 3. 
75 Roach, Eric, “I Am the Archipelago” in The Flowering Rock: Collected Poems 1938-1974, Leeds, Peepal Tree 

Books, 1989, 128. 
76 Roach, Eric, “Hard Drought” in The Flowering Rock, 165. 
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One of Brodber’s central themes in both Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home and Myal, is the 

failure of a sound colonial education to provide the children of the “kumbla” with clues for 

leadership of their communities, or maps that would guide them out of the prisons of their egos 

and the castles of their skin, towards each other, community and a more genuine sense of 

communal purpose and commitment to service.  Nellie, the protagonist and narrator of Jane and 

Louisa, the brightest and academically the most accomplished daughter of her family, village and 

generation, finds herself at thirty-six accomplished, alienated, bewildered, and deeply depressed.  

After six weeks of convalescence in Baba’s clean puritanical cell of a room, and considerable 

reconstructive meditation on aspects of her own personal history that might have contributed to 

her present trauma, Nellie arrives at a crucial point where she needs to get up from her safe, clean 

bed of recovery and encounter the movement, noise, chaos and celebration that constitutes life 

outside of her cocoon. 

 

This she accomplishes when she has the temerity to get up, stand up and attend a dancehall party 

of urban folk: working –people who, like Nellie herself, are all first generation emigrants from rural 

villages.  Nellie’s entry into the dancehall is really a re-entry into an urbanized version of the old 

village kumbla – (i.e. cocoon, shell, closed circle of webbed inter-relationships) – with its codes of 

language, gesture and silence that she had left behind twenty-seven years ago when at age nine 

she won one of the best scholarships to secondary school in Kingston.  Elsewhere in her 

reminiscences, she portrays a village dance and the coded rituals that lie beneath the quadrille and 

the bruckings.77  There in the kumbla of the village, the dance indicates a rightness of things, a 

sureness of ground, a series of unstated rules that govern social behaviour.  The kumbla, like 

Hanuman House in A House for Mr. Biswas, protects, imprisons and demands of the individual – as 

the outsider Miss Elsada soon realizes – at least the appearance of acquiescence and conformity.78 

 

Nellie regards her discovery of the dance hall’s open-ended quasi-circular space as a symbolic 

rebirth and movement into a new world. 

Last night I let myself into a new world.  I simply walked in.  Nobody pressed me 

back, nobody asked my fare, nobody asked my name, nobody saw me, nobody 

noticed me.  I stepped on toes, was squashed by rumps in mento, had my face 

scratched by flailing hands, but by now had learnt to say “Ouch” and pass on as 

happened when I ground toes.  The light was no brighter but this piece of 

ground was clearly mine no more nor less than anybody else’s; I had a right to 

sense my way in and around bodies and spirits.  The amalgam is a moving thing: 

the music of laughter, sighs, ouches, of the saxophone, of tramping shifting feet 

keeps the tempo going, round and up like the steam in a boiling house so that 

even the round stick rafters are us.79 

 

To dance is to claim one’s ground and space, along with all the other dancers who bounce and jam 

into and sometimes scratch the faces – that is, inflict pain as they misrepresent the images or attack 

the identities – of each other.  The dancehall is, in fact, an urban version of the houmfort.80  “The 

hunched shoulders of men” sitting on the verandah rail near the entrance suggest the memory and 
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78 ibid., 112. 
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80 “houmfort” also houngfor: Haitian word for the circular space where voudoun dances and rituals are 

performed .  cf the tonelle in George Lamming’s Season of Adventure. 
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perhaps the presence of Legba, the crippled god of the crossroads of all beginning, who in New 

World Haitian iconography is represented or manifests in the shape of a hunch-back or cripple.  Yet 

no loa demands Nellie’s reverent invocation or even acknowledges her presence.  The dancehall, a 

secular space, is significantly different from, say, the tonelle that Fola, an initiate half Nellie’s age, 

enters in Lamming’s Season of Adventure where, possessed by Legba, she sets out on a mental and 

spiritual journey for the suppressed, dark, other side, the denied African component of her 

mulattitude.  The tonelle is a formal and acknowledged space for performance of African identities 

in the Caribbean.  It is Lamming’s way of representing that syncretised pantheon of divine energies 

which Herskovits, Simpson and Deren had, in their different and at the time, revolutionary enquiries 

identified as African “survivals” in the Caribbean Archipelago.81 

 

The dancehall, on the other hand, on whose “formal structure” Nellie begins to concentrate as soon 

as her eyes become accustomed to the lighting, is a metaphor of the as yet unknown undiscovered, 

but gradually unfolding shape of her utterly new, New World making.82  The men at the entrance, 

those Legba shapes, are the potential spirit-guides, the patriarchal ancestors of her craftsmanship, 

securely seated at the limen or threshold; sedate, cocksure about their own established statur, 

“rounding their shoulders to keep their balance or to project the beer bottles between their legs.”83 

Like Fola, Nellie is on the verge of entry/re-entry into the womb of her hidden past; but she begins 

her inner quest as a product of several dimensions of formal Euro-centred and informal Afro-creole 

education, and is more in touch with her village kumbla roots than Fola, who has grown up in the 

counterfeit social space of the mulatto’s deliberate denial of Africa.  Nellie senses that perhaps in 

another cycle of her past adventuring, she has known and performed all the rituals that the dance-

hall masks beneath its secular face. 

My past experiences told me that this must be the entrance and that here there 

must be the gateman.  I was right about the first but there was no gateman.  

There was no formal rite of passage84 

 

If, as I have suggested above, the dancehall is also a metaphor for the whole body of folk 

experience that has constituted Nellie’s informal education, and that will soon become the raw 

material for her new vocation as writer/artist/shaper and maker of new form, then Nellie’s 

discovery that there was no gateman either facilitating or barring her entry, is a significant 

comment about the nature of the New World artistic community. Entrance is a matter of willed 

choice in which the individual, female in Nellie’s case, finds her way, without Muse or guide beyond 

gut instinct; but also without particular hindrance from what seems to be a group of indifferent 

partriarchs nurturing with cocksure confidence the bottles of Red Stripe beer between their legs. 

 

The absence of any “formal rite of passage” is not a bad thing.  If one can perceive the dancehall as 

a surrogate version of the rural kumbla, its relative absence of rules and rites means that it is less 

constricting, less prescriptive, less demanding than the communities and pseudo-communities of 

the village, the Mona campus with its accumulation of peer pressures that allowed Nellie no real 

                                                           
81 Herskovits, Melville, Life in a Haitian Valley, New York, Doubleday/Anchor, 1971 (first published by Alfred A. 

Knopf, Inc. 1937) 
Deren, Maya, The Divine Horsemen: the Living Gods of Haiti, London, Thames & Hudson, 1953 
Simpson, George Eaton, Religious Cults in the Caribbean, Puerto Rico, Institute of Caribbean Studies, 1970. 
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83 ibid., 74. 
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individual freedom; the black nationalist group in Philadelphia which, while they offered the 

powerfully emotional racial solidarity of a common historical distress, seemed to imprison Nellie, the 

Caribbean subject, in their own peculiar version of the mental jail.  This is exemplified in the 

youthful and enthusiastic cadre of do-good intellectuals in the government yard , who cling in a dry 

doctrinaire fashion to an abstract ideology, but are in fact fearful of encountering the people on the 

people’s more solid, more pragmatic and ultimately more humane ground of economic and cultural 

survivalism. The government yard which the cadre of ‘scientific’ dialectical brothers has made its 

own, is the only square kumbla in the novel. 

 

The dancehall, then, is a contrasting New World space, accessible only to those who are prepared 

to step out of the rationalist deserts of half-digested old world ways of understanding.  It is informal; 

it privileges individual feeling and style and for all its crowdedness, allows the individual whatever 

space the individual can win for herself.  It is circular but has a break in the circle that permits 

entrance and exit.  Nellie simply walks in and claims her “piece of ground” along with all the other 

dancers who bounce and jam against each other.  Acceptance here is based on a mutual 

negotiation of space.  There are, it seems, no rigid rules in this unmapped new world, but one 

senses one’s way in and around “bodies and spirits”; “bodies and spirits” because although it is a 

thoroughly secular space, the dancehall is at a deeper layer of perception, still an ancestral place, 

where the presences of those who have gone before are ingathered and mingled with the 

community of the living. 

 

This world of what Nellie calls “the amalgam” contains a variety of desires, creeds and ancestral 

customs in mutual collision and counterpoint; a variety of emotions and a common catharsis and 

transcension of ordinary time, imaged in the spiraling ascent of steam to the round stick-rafters of 

the dancehall.  Brathwaite says “memories are smoke,” meaning they are intangible and elusive 

even when “visible.”  But later, when he is on the verge of descending into the world of memory in 

Mother Poem, he invokes the curling, drifting smoke of the “leaf of dreamers” – perhaps tobacco, 

perhaps the wisdom weed of Rastafari - to become his corridor into memories that he wants to 

make incarnate and tangible.85  Brodber employs the same image as Nellie, encouraged to “try it, 

try it, try it nuh”86 smokes something in the dancehall and rediscovers her Muse and spirit guide, 

the incarnated memory of her Great Aunt Alice, who unlocks for Nellie the hidden, buried narrative 

of her family. 

 

The dancehall becomes the boiling-house of childhood – (elaborately celebrated in Velma Pollard’s 

“Gran”).87  The changing patterns of the dancers become the changing floral patterns of the crystal 

in the kaleidoscopic spying-glass of her childhood. At the same time, the colours of the 

kaleidoscope are representative of the so-called “rainbow” peoples of the New World, who 

together create the “thrashing moving thing” that is the New World “amalgam”. 

I saw them stand still.  They were people  

I had sensed them but I could still not discern faces or limbs.88 
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These peoples are still in process; still lack a single face or a discernible identity.  But they are alive 

and in constant motion, and the novel’s logic suggests that no single face, ethnic, nationalist or 

ideological should be imposed on this dynamic amalgam of identities.  No simple formula, whether 

its origin is the ancestral kumbla of the mountain village, the incestuous pseudo-community of the 

university campus; the ideologically-obsessed cadre of the politically-minded ‘brederen’ and ‘sistren’, 

can fully explain or contain the ever-changing patterns of this movement of New World peoples.  

They are pure paradox.  Various and separate, they are yet caught up in the same dance within the 

reconstructed ruins of the overheated plantation boiler-house.  An amalgamated community of 

differences, they can project no distinct face or common purpose.  They are, nonetheless, the 

people that Nellie as anthropologist, historian, writer and citizen, must come to know.  To do this 

she must, like her successor Ella, of Myal, be exorcised of whatever distortions have been engrained 

in her by the very education that has in one way liberated and in another imprisoned her mind. 

 

The questions “Where is here?” “Who are we?” and “What jail is this?” are ultimately different 

versions of the same question.  They are asked by every serious artist –writer, singer, painter, 

dancer, poet, playwright, actor – in what is still the New World of the Caribbean.  Nellie’s attempt to 

answer these questions exceeds that of Fola in Season of Adventure who, after she has functioned 

as the vessel of the Orisha, and inspired the seminal confrontation between the repressive, dull, 

unimaginative state machine and the earthquake of the people’s festive music and dancing, now 

wonders what her mission will be in the everyday non-festive, non-insurrectionary world of normal 

routinised existence. She contemplates becoming a teacher, but the novel ends, quite 

appropriately, before this can happen.  Fola the teacher would be quite another story. 

 

Nellie is a social worker, dedicated to her community, concerned about the social, political and 

cultural redemption of her people, even before her dancehall initiation reveals to her the true 

depths of the work she has undertaken.  At the end of her recuperation, she resolves to return to 

her childhood village and restore the beautiful garden by giving back to it what it has given to her: 

the possibility of exposure to transformative education.  Nellie thus merges into her creator, 

Brodber, who is very clear about her life’s mission to educate her community about themselves, and 

through the revisioning of the past effect, in Brathwaite’s words, a refashioning of the future like a 

healer’s hand. 

 

Nellie’s mission and Brodber’s is shared by other Caribbean writers in their various ways.  It is 

enacted by even those writers who think they have moved beyond the noisy song and dance of 

their places of origin.  Finally, the dancehall of our Caribbean “here”, the “living vibration rooted 

deep within our Caribbean belly,”89 allows and offers space for those who have danced, those who 

have stopped dancing and would like, like the character in Lamming’s Water with Berries, to chop 

off every dancing, masquerading foot.90  The Caribbean dancehall can also accommodate those 

who may never have danced, and even those lonely dragons who can’t dance. 

 

                                                           
89 Rudder, David., “Calypso Music” in The David Rudder Song Book, Trinidad, 1999, 34. 
90 Lamming, George Water with Berries, Trinidad, Jamaica, London, Longman Caribbean Ltd., 1971. 
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